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You can also watch the movie at
www.HowToTellYourChild.com/child-safety-lesson
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rules for mom and dad
1. It’s wise to teach children about private parts. It is fine for them to have the words 
breasts, genitals, vagina, penis and bottom as a part of their vocabulary. They are 
parts of the human body just like hands and feet are.

No embarrassment from you = No hesitation from your child 

2. You should talk to children about private parts when you are bathing them and 
show them how to clean oneself. Talking to them will give them the vocabulary to 
talk to you when they need to. The earlier they learn to be self-reliant in cleaning 
their private parts, the better it is. 

3. Teach them that these body parts are called private parts as they should not be 
talked about or shown in public.
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Your caretakers are adults who can see, 

talk about and touch your private parts. 

They can do this ONLY to bathe you or if 

you are hurt in your private parts

You can talk about private parts with your mom & dad 

without any fear. If you have any questions about 

private parts or hurt in your private parts, you must talk 

to them about it. They will surely help you
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To make your Caretaker List, use the empty 

faces in the next page.

Add hair - long or short,

nose - small, long or pudgy, 

glasses or no glasses, 

moustache or no moustache,

Make them as close to real as you can
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here are the 5 alerts you must remember at all times

HOLD ALERT

TALK ALERTSEE ALERT TOUCH ALERT

ALONE ALERT
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This award is presented to

 

.........................................................................................
who knows the safety lessons and has passed 

the safety quiz with flying colors.
............................is prepared to fight the bad guys.



It’s now official that you are 

a brave child. It’s been lovely 

doing this activity with you
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